VINTAGE CAPSULE COLLECTION

A COLLECTION OF MIRRORS FEATURING THE CLASSICAL HOLLYWOOD LIGHTING FOR THE CANTONI BRAND’S 20TH BIRTHDAY
The first Cantoni makeup stations were born 20 years ago.
To remember the first luminous mirrors engineered explicitly for the makeup artists by the brand’s founders, Cantoni proposes the Vintage
capsule collection, populated by mirrors with the very classical Hollywood style bulbs lighting and featuring the black colour, traditionally
associated to the professional make-up sector.
The sturdy and undeformable frame of these mirrors is in black painted aluminium. The frame is bevelled at 5° toward
the inside, to optimise the diffusion of the light on the reflected image.
The unmatched Cantoni quality and the ease of assembly and maintenance of these Vintage Hollywood lit mirrors make
them perfect to furnish makeup schools and beauty/ hair-style salons.

ITALIAN PRODUCTION
Advanced machines and robotic procedures, to ensure maximum accuracy

SPV

Structure in painted black
aluminium

Black On-off button in the frame

Wall mirror with 9 or 12 classical lighting bulbs in the frame.
The mirror frame in painted black aluminium is bevelled at an angle of 5° to
provide the ideal incidence of light on the mirrored figure. The bulbs are not
included in the base price and can be added choosing the specific option.
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Structure in painted black aluminium
Mirror thickness 4 mm
On-off button in the frame
9 or 12 light
3 standard dimentions
Pre-installed rear coupling system
Safety film
Made in Italy

SPV9

Mirror with classical lighting system with bulbs

SPV12.V

SPV12.O

SPV
The mirrors of the SPV line are simple to install and
do not require a wall switch.
SPV9 - mm 600X800X66
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Bulbs (optional): globe led bulbs
MAX 3.5W ( 25W traditional light
bulbs equivalent),Lumen 4000k

9 light points with lamp-holder E14 on three sides
On-off button in the frame
Sturdy frame in black painted aluminium
Power cable 2mt length with 2P+T 16A 250V~
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SPV12.V - mm 800X1200X66
SPV12.O - mm 1200X800X66
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12 light points with lamp-holder E14 on three sides
On-off button in the frame
Sturdy frame in black painted aluminium
Power cable 2mt length with 2P+T 16A 250V~
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SHELF

Ice effect methacrylate with anodized aluminium profile.

Methacrylate or tempered glass shelves available in 3 sizes,
ice or transparent effect.
Ideal complement for MDE mirrors.
◆ Anodized aluminium profile
◆ asy and safe mounting
◆ 100% made in Italy
Easy and safe mounting

Shelves line

Technical Details

All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology.
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.
We are always available to respond to every request and question about products.
Our technical department is then available for custom projects
PLEASE NOTE:
Cantoni reserves the right to modify at any time the items in the catalogue for technical or commercial purposes.
Shipments are made from our offices in San Marino
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